
Waiuku Kahui Ako term 3 2022 Panui

Our Vision

“Creating success through collaboration”
Our Kāhui Ako schools are working together in a collaborative way with students, parents, whānau and community to

accomplish our achievement goals. We are seeing the Kahui Ako goals being weaved into school charters and strategic

plans.

Kahui Ako Aim
As a Kahi Ako we are committed to equipping our schools to improve teacher knowledge and capability, facilitate
consistent pedagogy and practice, access resources and grow success in our learners.

We achieve this by working together on four important areas:

● Collaborating to ensure that our learning connects in meaningful ways to tangata (people) and whenua (place) so
that all ākonga experience success

● Educationally powerful relationships
● Equitable outcomes for all akonga
● Learner agency for success

ECE/NE Transitions

We had a very well attended ECE hui in Term 2. The decision was made to have ECE only meet in Term 2 to encourage
more ECE representation and engagement. In Term 3 we will resume full ECE and NE network meetings. Educators in both
sectors are saying a key challenge is the number of children with very low levels of language and communication skills. Di
has arranged for STL Shaolyn Dick and EIT Vasuki Mathavasivam to present. Di Akast will also be giving an overview of MoE
resource Te Kōrerorero which has been developed specifically to support Kaiako to foster oral language.
Attendees at our Term 3 hui will also be sharing examples of how they share information about tamariki to support
successful transition.

Equitable Learning Outcomes Update
Learner Agency Goals:

● Students are motivated and engaged as they become active participants in how and what they learn at school

● Students can articulate how learning connects to their lives and are able to seek and respond to feedback about
their learning

● Classroom learning and curriculum design is informed by ongoing dialogue between students, teachers, leaders,
whānau, hapu and iwi, and other stakeholders in the community

The Waiuku Kahui Ako team and Jude Parkes from Vision Education, designed the Well Being survey, including key
measures of Learner agency.
The Survey was used to gather voices from students, teachers and whānau across the Kahui Ako.
Schools, KA Within School Teachers will analyze the results to identify trends and inform future PLD design.



Local Curriculum- update

The new Aotearoa NZ Histories Curriculum has provided an opportunity for our kura to collaborate and share expertise. In
term two we held a successful hui at Sandspit Road School where participants from every school worked together to
unpacked the new curriculum and share resources. Thanks to Bernadette Corcoran (college WST) who shared her
expertise as a history teacher.

The Matariki festival in term two was a fantastic opportunity for our schools and community to come together and
celebrate. Thanks to the Te Hononga team (college) and Te Takitū trust for organizing, to all our contributing schools,
whanau, community groups and sponsors who made the night such a success.

Kapa Haka provides a space for students and whānau to build relationships, connect with local stories and strengthen
cultural identity. We want to tautoko the mahi already being done across our kāhui ako, and we are excited to see this
being extended into a number of new kura this term.

Attendance FAS team

Greetings to all our Waiuku
colleagues from the FAS team,

Term 1 2022 for us was all about
checking actual enrollment in a
school (especially the transition
between Year 8 > Year 9). The
underlay to this term, was still
very much embedded in a culture
of fear - in contracting Covid, and
that Covid was mutating into
nastier strains. It was also a term
where the economic aftermath of
wide industry shut-downs was
still at play - causing much in the
way of disruption to family
routines, employment, place of
residence, and individual
sociability capacity.

In Term 2, a notable rise in anxiety was
observed, and with the majority of referrals this
anxiety seems to cut across entire families - not
just individual students.  Notably too, anxiety
seemed very prevalent amongst Year 6 through
to Year 9 (on average) and many attendance
officers in the South Auckland region are noting
the same patterns. As such, this nuance
featured in the last two FAS quarterly-reports to
the MoE - to reiterate to them that FAS intended
to go beyond just calls, door knocking, and small
talk at the door, and was now heading in a
whanau liaison direction - so that more
networking with key agencies like OT and FFS
would occur, more direct collaboration between
medical professionals on the ground would
happen, and so that closer ties with key school
staff like reception, attendance office personnel,
deans, and principals was always in a perpetual
state of development.  Underpinning all this is
now a small food bank run by FAS for immediate
response - not the 2-3 day wait that often
happens when seeking welfare support or the
decline because one has used their quota for
the month. We have found that it is this arm of
the service that is truly getting us past the door
and past negative mindsets...because we're real,
and we try to react relatively fast to an
on-the-spot need (we always scope for
genuineness - while showing it). This arm of the
service involves a lot of logistics and liaising

So far in Term 3, the pattern seems
to be swinging towards
parenting...that is to say that for
students to be still missing or
truant at this stage of the year
then the issue is very likely to lie
within the family. Put differently,
for the FAS team, if an attendance
rate is between 70-80% (85%
being the optimum average) then
it seems that the issue is likely to
be in the classroom or within
school (*in general). If the rate is
below 70% then it strongly
suggests a learning capability issue
or a major struggle at home
(whether abusive or economic). If
an attendance rate is below 60%
then we immediately look at the
parents' role, their mental health
and family environment. We then
look at the attitude of the student.

We are an open-minded team,
priding ourselves on being very
team oriented and strategic as well
as very responsive to families and
communities. We like feedback
and suggestions so if there is
anything that could be brought to
our attention then please contact



though and it can take us well past the original
scope of the role (and often well past 9pm at
night sometimes).

us.  Otherwise we hope to catch
up soon...

KIa pai tó ra,
Solomon, Moana, and Shirley

Better Start to Literacy Approach

The Better Start Literacy Approach aims to improve the early reading, writing, listening, spelling and talking skills of all
children.
The Ministry of Education is supporting this approach for junior school classes. It is based on research from the University
of Canterbury and has been successfully trialed in New Zealand schools.
Most of the Primary Schools within the Waiuku Kahui Ako have New Entrant teachers who have either completed the
implementation of BSLA or are just getting started.

A systematic approach
• Building vocabulary and oral language skills- quality stories

• Fun phonological awareness and letter game activities

• Transferring new skills to reading & spelling

• Small group reading -Ready to Ready Phonics Plus

• Teachers regularly monitoring children’s progress

Upcoming Date Time Details

Within School Teacher Days

ECE & NE Network Meeting

● 31st August Otaua school

● 13th September Pukeoware School
(Date rescheduled from the 6th)

● Learner Agency survey
data analysis

● SLT PLD



Gifted and Talented Programme Trial 2022
Our Term 2 trial has been extended until the end of the 2022 school year. Trial teacher Natasha Luck and

Teacher Aide Delmyne Jonathan are continuing in the classroom at Aka Aka School on Fridays, with

MindPlus teacher Sharon Udy Zooming in. 22 Year 4 - 8 students will be continuing in our trial, and can

access Google Classroom from school or home as appropriate to continue working on their learning if

they would like to. Student voice was gathered at the end of Term 2, and taken into consideration when

planning for Term 3’s learning content and organisation. As students complete their Badge, there will be

an opportunity for them to either sign up for another Badge, or co-construct further learning related to

their first Badge. For sustainability, Waiuku SENCO and interested teachers have been signed up to

Teachable for ongoing professional learning and development about gifted education through NZCGE (NZ

Centre for Gifted Education).


